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Box 30 

Dear Hrs. or Miss ( you see how our society has 
exist within its confines) Kaplow. 

Ind~anola, Mississippi 
not prepared ns to 

I received the money order yesterday, 12/14, end am retnnning it for 
2 reasons. It is unsigned and my name 1s misspelled., It is Linda 
Seese, not Ces,se. 1 assume the latter was a typographical error 
sometxhere along the line and 13bove the alck of a signature, perhaps 
this is unnecessary. .I don't know as I am unfamiliar with this type 
of currency. Please advise soon. 

I am very glad to be selected by the Unitarian Society and more glad 
to write them, since ·I have always found that letters are essential to 
my living and .especially down here in this "-Other Country." You may 
rest assured that I shall write at least twice a month. I be.lieve I· 
have already written to this group informing them alittle about myself 
and how best to ser;d money. Actually, personal checks work as well as 
money orders, so if they prefer this method, please inform them, since 
_ believe tM~ I told them money orders were preferable. Either is fine, 

Is there a specific lady to whom I should write? I am afraid that 
through the ususal chaos that results when many people live 1n 
cramped qua'rters under adverse conditions, to say the least, I 
have managed to lose their address. Actually, I should prefer to 
write to one, if such 1s the case, since a person 1s so much more 
human than an organization. Perhaps you could advise me a little 
about this person or group, so I may avofd tactic errors in corres
ponding the· ambigous realities and truths learned £rem Mississippi. 
I assune that Unitarian ·church women in Wisconsi are similiar to 
those in Boston and unlike the cons·arva tive church women I know in 
my nat·ive Ohiol 

Again, thank you for your work on my behalf and the behalf of Mississippi 
and our nation a_na of course yourself; for I strongly feel that this 
is the hope for the salvation of the country, church in America and the 
sick, sick Americans that we are. · 

A happy holiday season to all of you in cold Wisconsin. We shall be 
happily busy with a Freedom School schedule that runs solid from 9 am 
until 11 pm with work on the FOP Congressional Challenge being the 
major empllill.isi for the next 6 months, but espec1a·11y strong no1'1 'IIOltil 
jan. I+. ,:· , ·./• ,. · 
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Yours in Freedom, 
', '. . ' 

Linda M. Seese 
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